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Nice atmospheric VR experience but not worth buying for mearly the 10 minutes this runs for.. Not a bad experience as such
but it just does not run very smoothly on my i7 4790k with 32GBs of RAM, Geforce GTX 1070 with 8GBs of RAM under
windows 8.1 using my HTC Vive. As such if they can get it running better I would give it a positive review but at the moment I
cant really use it as a demo for friends so I will need to request a refund. But I do like the idea and art work so if they can
optimize it to run better and add in a little more interaction I would happily change my review.. Nice little experience similar in
concept to The Blu, and also in a similar price bracket (considering this is just one scenario whereas The Blu has three). Where
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The Blu offers a realistic underwater setting, this one's more of a fantasy/sci-fi one high up in the air. The classical music can be
replaced by one's own and the length of the experience adjusted accordingly. Yes, it's only about 6 minutes of content, but I for
one am not regretting the purchase.. Short, sweet, supported for the potential that companies like this deliver for bigger better
experienced going forward. Child like, 6 mins, pretty flowers and lights with a flying thing. For two bottles of coke it worth it..
The total experience length of 6 minutes is fine, IF it's a pretty special 6 minutes. unfortunately the 6 minutes you're getting here
is nowhere as detailed and impressive as, say, TheBlu. My observations: 1). The flying stingray monster is just a whale model,
modified/crossed with the stingray model. When it's close enough, you can see that it has a whale's body/face/tail, except for the
added wings. (Is the whale one of the default model from Vive SDK or something?) 2). The art direction/color choice, is pretty
meh to me. Neither cool, enchanting nor elegant. 3). The events that 'unfold' within the 6 minutes are pretty meh. the only kinda
cool thing happened too far away to observe or 'feel', and there's no way to see it closer. 4). Did I mention that there's only one
scene and you can't seem to move at all from your initial location? Or did I miss that option.. Pretty cool experience, relaxing
atmosphere. The provided music may only last 6 minutes, but the real appeal is the ability to play your own music in the
background while using the environment/island as a visualizer (you can also set the time on your "trip" to match your playlist or
song(s)). Will likely be using this to relax/decompress well into the future, definitely going to get my $5 worth.. A standard VR
demo consisting of visuals for two songs, about 5 minutes each. Since it totals about 10 minutes of entertainment (with some
fair moments of boredom thrown in because it takes slightly too long for something new to happen) for 5 bucks, it's very poor
value. I got this in a bundle, or I would have refunded it. There are plenty of similar experiences for free here and, for Rift
users, in the Oculus store (Senza Peso and Transition come to mind). Also, one of the two experiences is just a halloweenified
version of the first, with much of the same visuals except with an attempt (and partial failure) at being creepy. If it were free,
my vote would have been positive. But it's not worth its asking price.
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